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South Carolina ETV digital series “From the Sky” completes its aerial tour of 
South Carolina during final season 

   
COLUMBIA, S.C. – South Carolina ETV’s digital series From the Sky has returned for season 3 and will 
feature eight new locations throughout the state. The series explores the aerial perspective of some of the 
state’s landmarks and other interesting locations, combining unique aerial views with a location’s cultural 
and historical significance.  
 
This third season will complete the digital series’ tour around the state during its final season, having visited 
20 locations throughout seasons 1 and 2. Episode one, showcasing hot air balloons in Anderson, was 
released on March 21 and is available to watch on the SCETV Facebook page. New episodes for season 
3 will be released each Thursday at 1 p.m. 
 
Following each episode’s debut on Facebook, episodes will  also be available to watch on 
scetv.org/fromthesky, KnowItAll.org, YouTube and in the SCETV App. 
 
Below is a glimpse into each episode of From the Sky season 3: 
 

• Episode 301: Balloons over Anderson- Explore the rich history of hot air balloons at Anderson 
County's "Hot Air Affair." 

• Episode 302: Roadside Attractions- Take a unique “road trip” through South Carolina, 
encountering iconic attractions like the Peachoid, Pearl Fryar’s Topiary Garden and South of the 
Border. 

• Episode 303: Hilton Head- Explore Hilton Head, a South Carolina barrier island blending natural 
beauty with rich history. 

• Episode 304: Oconee Treasures- Oconee County in South Carolina is a haven of natural beauty, 
mountain vistas, serene lakes, waterfalls and rich history. 

• Episode 305: Rivers of South Carolina- South Carolina's river systems, including the Santee, 
Pee Dee and Savannah, weave a tapestry of history, culture and ecology integral to the state's 
identity. 

• Episode 306: Riverbanks Zoo- Riverbanks Zoo and Garden is home to more than 3,000 animals 
and has one of South Carolina’s most beautiful botanical gardens. 

• Episode 307: Carolina Cup- The Carolina Cup ushers in the spring by drawing over 30,000 fans 
from around the world to Kershaw County. 

• Episode 308: Controlled Burnings- Learn how controlled fire in the hands of skilled professionals 
can be used to effectively manage natural resources. 
 

From The Sky is produced by SCETV’s Charles Dymock. Viewers who wish to engage with SCETV and 
the creators of this series are encouraged to use the #FromTheSky and #SCETVDigital hashtags on 
Facebook and Twitter. For additional information on From The Sky and to catch up on all episodes from 
seasons 1 and 2, visit scetv.org/fromthesky. 
 
 
QUOTES 
“South Carolina ETV is thrilled to announce the return of our captivating digital series, From the Sky. This 
season promises viewers an exhilarating journey through the aerial perspective of our state's most iconic 
landmarks and hidden treasures. Combining breathtaking views with rich histories, From the Sky offers a 
unique and immersive experience that celebrates the beauty and diversity of South Carolina.” –SCETV 
President and CEO Adrienne Fairwell 
 

http://www.scetv.org/fromthesky
https://www.facebook.com/SouthCarolinaETV
http://www.scetv.org/fromthesky
https://www.knowitall.org/
https://www.youtube.com/@SouthCarolinaETV
https://www.scetv.org/about/scetv-app
http://www.scetv.org/fromthesky


“We are excited to showcase the aerial splendor of South Carolina in From the Sky season 3. Each episode 
offers a fascinating glimpse into the stories and significance behind these locations. We invite viewers to 
join us on this aerial adventure as we explore the heart and soul of our state from a new perspective.” –
SCETV Chief Content Officer Tabitha Safdi 
 
 
FAST FACTS 

• South Carolina ETV’s digital series From the Sky has returned for its third and final season.  

• From The Sky explores the aerial perspective of some of the state’s landmarks and other 
interesting locations. 

• The final season will highlight eight locations, and new episodes will air on the SCETV Facebook 
page each Thursday at 1 p.m. 

• Viewers who wish to engage with SCETV and the creators of the series are encouraged to use the 
#FromTheSky and #SCETVDigital hashtags on Facebook and Twitter. 

• For additional information on From The Sky and to catch up on all episodes from seasons 1 and 
2, visit scetv.org/fromthesky. 

 
 
About South Carolina ETV and Public Radio 
South Carolina ETV and Public Radio (SCETV) is the state's public educational broadcasting network. 
SCETV amplifies South Carolina voices, provides educational experiences and strengthens communities, 
while working toward creating a stronger, more connected and informed South Carolina. In addition to airing 
local programs, such as Carolina Classrooms, Making It Grow, and This Week in South Carolina, SCETV 
also presents multiple programs to regional and national audiences, including By The River, After Action, 
Reconnecting Roots, Reel South, Somewhere South, Yoga in Practice and How She Rolls. In addition, SC 
Public Radio produces the national radio production, Chamber Music from Spoleto Festival USA. 
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